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About This Game

Camp Sunshine is a 16-bit blood-soaked Horror RPG that pits you as Jez, who is dropped off at Summer Camp. He awakes in
the middle of the night to discover blood everywhere 5d3b920ae0
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Pretty awesome game to pick up! Scares me everytme the mascot pops up. Not bad at all for 10 bucks.. Exactly what I was
looking for! I wanted to play something that reminded me of stardew valley (graphics), but with a creepy feeling :3 I
recommend this game to folks that likes jump scares ^u^b. Really enjoyable. If you get it on sale, you can buy it for less than 1
dollar, which is much more than worthy. And basically, if you like those classic slasher-horror films from the 80's and 90's, you
should give it a chance. It's a pretty fun game, even though it's short, I finished with two or three hours of gameplay (on replay
you can finish it in in less than one hour), but you should already expect it to be only a couple hours long since it's a indie-
underground game. Of course, the gameplay has some problems, but nothing that can really mess the experience or anything,
specially if you're already used to RPGMaker and classic RPG mechanics (the only annoying thing is that the stamina takes way
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too long to refill, though that's probably intentional for difficulty proposes). Oh, also, it's pretty easy, my first gameplay was in
the last difficulty mode, and finished it without much problem, only died two times in the whole game and had little problem
solving the puzzles (they're more of a "find where something is" than "find what you have to do"). Anyway, story is interesting,
too. Nothing super-incredible or innovative, but kept me entertained and curious. The idea of using a child-friendly figure as the
killer was also a good one, pretty creepy. Again, may not be the most innovative thing ever (child's play already did that), but
works well and that's what matters. One thing I noted is that the "indie" feeling is pretty big on this game, with inside-jokes and
meta-jokes around the gameplay (the end credits tells you that the game is over so you should go outside, srly). I could feel the
passion that the devs must have had for the project. Also, there's lots of references to old movies and games, so as I said, if you
like this kind of old slasher-horror movies, you should get Camp Sunshine.. I just beat the game and can say it was $8 well
spent. It took me about 4hrs to get through the whole thing. PROS: Great look, nostalgic music, plenty of horror references,
funny dialogue, good amount of story, and a healthy dose of anxiety from running away from a creepy bear mascot. I would
recommend this for those horror-fan/retro-fan combos out there. CONS: I ran into issues with buggy controls once or twice, but
nothing too bad. I wish there was an element of "fighting bacK" instead of always running away.. Just played this game to the
end. It is EPIC. My advice is don't use the flashlight if you don't have to. There's a glow around you so you really don't need it.
Go in and out of buildings alot and save early and often. Great game. HIGHLY Recomended.
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